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Abstract— Thanks to the growing interest in soft robotics,
hydropneumatics and inflatable system dynamics are attracting
renewed attention from the scientific community. Typical fluidic
systems are composed of several chambers and require a
complex and bulky network of active components for their
control. This paper presents a novel approach to fluidic actua-
tion, which consists in the co-design of both the mechanical
parameters of the system and of custom input signals, to
enable the elicitation of different behaviors of the system with
fewer control components. The principle is presented in theory
and simulation and then experimentally validated through the
application to a case study, an in-pipe inchworm-like robot. It
is shown that it is possible to obtain forward and backward
movements by modulating a unique input.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, inspired by biological systems, robotics

has been pushing the application of soft robot systems, either

fabricated in continuous deformable materials (continuous

soft robots) [1], [2], or using lumped passive visco-elastic

elements in their structure (variable impedance robots) [3],

[4]. The use of soft materials in robots allows for extremely

lightweight and economic structures. Among soft-bodied

robots, a considerable category is represented by inflatable

robots, composed mostly of pressurized air chambers. Typ-

ically they require one or two pneumatic lines for each

independent chamber and just as much as equal set of active

control valves.

Several fields see the possibility of the application of soft

inflatable robots, some of them are already on the market.

Among these we can enumerate all applications that revolve

around safe PHRI (Physical Human-Robot Interaction), from

toy-like systems for the study of human behavior and emo-

tions [5], to portable air-bags [6], [7] and emergency lifters

for the elderly [8] - already at the commercial level - to

adaptive soft grippers and hands [9], [10], [11], to many

sorts of bio-mimetic [12], [13] or bio-inspired [14], [15]

robots, including e.g. worm robots, used for pipe inspections,

maintenance and diagnostics [16], [17], [18].

As mentioned, most of robots based on fluidic actuation

are controlled through open-loop valve sequencing. It is the

case of the multi-gait quadrupedal soft robot presented in

[19], that uses a network of pneumatic channels for each limb

plus one for the spine of the robot. Some recent work address
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Fig. 1. 3D CAD rendering of the realized inchworm prototype.

the challenge of reducing valve complexity, by designing

simple passive valves which can be selectively activated

through deliberate modulation of the input pressure [20].

As actuation of the valves is removed, this method can

be seen as a form of under-actuation applied to inflatable

structures. This goal is pursued also by [21] where it is

presented an inchworm-like micro robot for pipe inspection

that is able to move forward by using only one pneumatic

line. Its operating principle is based on the regulation of

the air flow between chambers through different-sized micro

holes drilled in the separation plates. In fact, an inchworm-

like moving mechanism has at least three separate chambers

to integrate the rear clamp, the middle elongation module

and the front clamp. A step further is taken in [22], where

the authors exploit the close analogy between electrical and

fluidic circuits to control an entirely soft untethered octobot

through an integrated microfluidic logic. These works sug-

gest the opportunity of simplifying the system by reducing

the number of pipes and valves needed to operate it. The

role of active control components can be transferred to a

suitable design of the system. In particular, by purportedly

shaping the mechanical stiffness and damping, it is possible

to associate different behaviors to different pressure inputs.

In this paper we present a method to design the system

dynamics and the pressure profile to accomplish the afore-

mentioned task. In Sec. II the general problem is defined,

whose solution is approached in Sec. III. Sec. IV proposes

an application of the discussed principle to a particular

use case, consisting in an inchworm prototype for pipe

inspection (see Fig. 1). Conceptual and mechanical designs

are exposed in Secs. IV-A and IV-B respectively. Sec. V

contains tests executed on the experimental setup, whose

results are discussed in Sec. VI; finally conclusions and
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a fluidic network with multiple
chambers connected in parallel to the same input source. Each chamber
is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system.

future work are presented in Sec. VII.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Usually, soft fluidic systems consist of multiple indepen-

dent chambers individually controlled through a complex

network of pipes and active valves. This allows to easily

obtain a large variety of movements, which is a desirable

property for several applications. Some examples include

e.g. hands, where the order of the fingers closing can yield

different grasping patterns (see e.g. [23]), or personal lifters,

as that in [8], which could adapt their lifting pattern to

the shape and position of the person. Another meaningful

example, analyzed in sec.IV, is that of pipe-inspection inch-

worm robots. All these systems implement different func-

tions mostly thanks to the possibility of inflating/deflating

their chambers in different sequences.

Common control techniques result very flexible in accom-

plishing this, but have the drawback of making the system

heavier and bulkier. Our aim is the simplification of the pipe

and valve robot actuation network to obtain, in principle with

just one single input, different behaviors in the robot.

Model the robot with a pneumatic network composed of

N -inflatable chambers, connected in parallel to the pressure

source, as shown in Fig. 2. Each chamber is modeled as a

piston with a finite stroke, coupled to a spring and a damper,

simulating both the equivalent mechanical properties of the

chamber and of the connected robot structure. Assuming air

as an ideal gas and flow laminar, we can write the dynamics

of the system governed by the equations of motion of the

pistons and by the mass and energy balances of the air flow.

Each chamber can be described through the following

system of nonlinear differential equations [24]:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ṁi =
p0 − pi

Zi

ÿi =
1

Mi
((pi − patm)Ai − Fi − ki(yi − lri)− ciẏi))

ṗi =
R

cvAiyi

(
ṁicpTatm − cp

R
Aipiẏi + kwSi(Ti − Tatm)

)

Ti =
piAiyi

miR

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

TABLE I

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Description
A piston area
c damping coefficient
cp heat capacity at constant pressure
cv heat capacity at constant volume
D diameter of the duct
F external force
k stiffness
kw convective heat transfer coefficient
L length of the duct
lr rest length of the spring
m mass of the air in the piston
M mass of the piston
μ dynamic viscosity of the air
p absolute pressure
p0 supply pressure
patm atmospheric pressure
R specific gas constant
ρ density of the air
S external surface of the piston
T temperature

Tatm atmospheric temperature
y piston height
Z ratio between pressure drops and flow rate

(a) 2 chambers (b) 3 chambers

Fig. 3. Possible states configurations and behaviors for two systems.
Column vectors of 0s and 1s correspond to system deflation/inflation states,
arrows correspond to different inflation actions. Left panel corresponds to
a 2-chamber system, while right panel to a 3-chamber one. A particular
behavior is highlighted in red dashed line.

where

Zi =
32μLi

πρiD4
i

ρi =
mi

Aiyi

Si = yi
√

4πAi

(5)

(6)

(7)

The definition of symbols is reported in Tab. I.

Given a chamber a, we describe its state as fully inflated

(a = 1) or deflated (a = 0). Consequently, the state

of the global system can be described by a vector of N
binary digits. We define a behavior each possible sequence

of inflation (or deflation) of the different chambers. Fig. 3

illustrates e.g. the sets of all inflation behaviors for two

systems with two and three chambers respectively. Each

oriented path, from the leftmost state to the rightmost state,

along the arrows indicates a possible behavior (simultaneous

inflations are neglected for brevity). The left example has

just two possible behaviors, while the right one, with three

chambers, has six.

Our design objective is, given a subset of n possible

behaviors, to determine the control input p(t) and the design
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. A fluidic network as those described in sec. II, subjected to two
different inputs. The right chamber has higher stiffness than left chamber,
while left chamber has higher damping than the right one (i.e. the reverse).
For a slow inputs (a) the chamber on the right inflates first, while for faster
inputs (b) the one on the left is faster.

Fig. 5. Behaviors of the two chambers, as a function of the ratios of stiffness
k2/k1 and of damping c2/c1. Regions in blue indicate that different inputs
produce different behaviors in terms of order of inflation. Yellow or green
areas denote the regions where chamber 1 or 2, respectively, always inflates
first. Blue area is our design space.

of the mechanical parameters of the system, such that all the

n behaviors can be achieved.

III. KEY IDEA

For the sake of simplicity, we consider a system composed

of two inflatable chambers only, connected in parallel to the

same pressure source. The key idea is that by playing on

the speed of inflation it is possible to render the dynamic

response of the spring dominant over the effect of the damper

or vice-versa. When pressure grows quickly damping plays

the greatest role, while at low pressure gradients stiffness

dominates. A sketch of this idea is shown in Fig. 4.

Assume that the stiffness and the damping of the two

chambers can be designed freely. The goal of the task is to

determine the mechanical parameters of the two chambers

and two pressure profiles such that both inflation sequences

are possible.

By simulating the system, it is possible to identify the

values of the mechanical parameters for which the intended

behavior manifests. Fig. 5 shows the results of such a

simulation campaign, highlighting the set of mechanical

parameters that satisfy our specifications.

As an example, Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the system

corresponding to the red dot in Fig. 5 when three different

pressure profiles are applied. Chamber 2 is 0.6 times less

damped and 3 times stiffer than chamber 1. No external
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Fig. 6. Evolution of pistons position with respect to different supply
pressure gradients.

Fig. 7. Illustration of a possible use case

forces are acting on the chambers, except for the end-stroke

limits. It is possible to notice how the steepest pressure

profile lets chamber 1 inflate before chamber 2, while the

middle pressure profile lets the two chambers inflate at the

same time. Finally, the slowest pressure ramp lets chamber

2 inflate before chamber 1.

Fig. 6 highlights also one possible drawback of the pro-

posed technique, the drawback is that the duration of the

inflation itself can not be made independent from the desired

behavior. While this is an important aspect to keep in mind

when applying this design method, it doesn’t represent a

major problem in non-time-critic applications.

IV. CASE STUDY

A classical application of inflatable systems is that of

inchworm robots (see Fig. 7), which due to their shape

and operational mechanism are good for pipe maintenance

and diagnostics [16], [17], [18]. Internal inspections can be

very useful to identify preliminary traces of damage and

evoke maintenance before the damage becomes larger and

threatens to the entire pipe infrastructure. The inspection

task can be divided into two separate activities: an imag-

ing task, demanded to a scope camera or similar, and a
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

a b c d e f

0

1
R-module

a b c d e f

0

1
M-module

a b c d e f

0

1
F-module

Fig. 8. Evolution of the three chambers in a forward gait cycle. Inflated chambers are dark blue (top rows) and 1 (bottom plots). Deflated chambers are
light cyan (top rows) and 0 (bottom plots).

locomotion task, to effectively move the camera along the

pipe. Inchworm robots represent an effective solution to this

second task. In principle they can exploit different types

of propulsion, but a very important constraint is that of

avoiding risk of explosion in gas-saturated atmospheres (see

e.g. ATEX international regulation [25]). A very simple way

to comply to these norms is avoiding as much as possible

electrical components, especially those with brushes - as DC

electric motors. Because of this, there exist several attempted

solutions to this problem that rely on pneumatic actuation

from a remote air supply via a set of flexible pipes.

Inchworm robots substantially require two kinds of forces

to implement propulsion: an impelling force and a holding

force. The former is the force to push the robot forward,

while the latter serves to fix the robot against the pipe wall.

The right sequencing of these forces produces propulsion in a

pipe. More precisely, an inchworm usually requires a set of at

least three modules (see Fig. 8) to alternate their activation in

the right order. Call “R”’ and “F”’ the rear and front modules

of the worm, respectively, that have the function to hold the

robot against the pipe walls, and call “M”’ - middle - the

elongation module, responsible for the impelling movement.

The forward gait cycle, in Fig. 8, consists of the six phases

from (a) to (f). Playing the same cycle in reverse, on the

other hand, will yield backward locomotion.

Usually, to enable the control of the three chambers, three

separate air-pipes would be needed, in order to route air from

the air supply, beyond the inspection hatch, to the robot.

Moreover, also three valves are needed to control the pressure

in the three chambers independently.

A. DESIGN

To make the system able to crawl forward and backward,

we have a set of two desired behaviors. One of these two

behaviors - forward crawling - is shown in Fig. 8-top. The

other behavior is obtained by reversing the sequence. By
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Fig. 9. Bode diagram for three out of phase mass-spring-damper systems.
In the gain plot the blue (R-module) and yellow (F-module) lines overlap.

analyzing the modules evolution with respect to time (Fig. 8-

bottom), it is possible to identify three equal waves with

different phases. The phases in the two behaviors are in

opposition. Since the desired motions are cyclic, the relative

phase between the modules is more important than the

absolute one. By modeling the chambers as simple mass-

spring-damper systems, and by choosing suitable values

for the mechanical parameters, their relative phases can be

derived from the Bode diagram of their transfer functions.

Fig. 9 shows the Bode diagram of the three subsystems. It is

possible to notice that in the frequency range about 10 rad/s,

there is a relative phase of about 180◦ between “F” and

“R” and about 90◦ between each of them and “M”. This

relationship reverses in the frequency range about 102 rad/s.

In other words, the response of the system can be inverted

by simply tuning the frequency of the input source, and the

worm can move forward or backward, consequently. The

selected parameters are reported in Tab. II.

B. MECHANICS

Fig. 1 shows the CAD of the prototype, which is composed

of three modules Front, Middle and Rear as depicted in

Fig. 10. Each module shares similar mechanical components,
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(a) Front module (b) Middle module (c) Rear module

Fig. 10. 3D CAD renderings of the three modules that make up the inchworm

TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM

module R module M module F
Mass [g] 300 300 350

Stiffness [N/m] 200 600 200
Damping Oil Viscosity [cP] 104 600 104

conveniently sized in order to match simulation results.

Chambers are built using silicone modular bellows (F1, M1,

R1), while collars and connecting components (F2, M2,

R2) are 3D printed in ABS. Two different below sizes are

employed, one size with external diameter of 60 mm for the

front and rear chambers and one size of 83 mm for the central

module, in order to have a longer gait. On the axis of each

chamber a dashpot is placed (F3, M3, R3a, R3b)); different

damping coefficients are obtained changing the oil viscosity.

To implement suitable recoil forces, elastic bands (F4, M4,

R4) are placed in parallel to the dashpot. By changing the

number of bands assembled it is possible to regulate the

module stiffness. Each module is provided with a pneumatic

fitting (F5, M5, R5) to interface with the air pipe. The front

and rear module are designed to expand transversely to the

direction of motion and with opposite phases: when the

pressure is such that the chamber inflates, the rear chamber

expands while the front one shrinks. Rear module is realized

with two bladders arranged perpendicularly to the central

line of the system, while frontal module is equipped with

a special mechanism (F6) composed by two beams hinged

in the middle. The two others extremities of the beams are

hinged to the collars. This configuration allows the beams

to shrink when the pressure goes up and expand when the

pressure goes down. Both front and rear module are equipped

with soft Neoprene lattice pads in order to have higher

friction and increase the surface in contact with the walls.

Tab. III reports the minimum and maximum extensions of

the three modules and of the entire worm.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The air supply system relies on an external off-the-shelf

air compressor attached to an electro-pneumatic regulator

(model SMC ITV2030-31F2BN3-Q). A Custom electronic

system with a ADC and DAC converters, is used to interface

the pneumatic regulator to a Matlab/Simulink control scheme

TABLE III

EXTENSIONS OF THE MODULES OF THE SYSTEM

min length [mm] max length [mm]
module R 147 183
module M 101 145
module F 97 141
inchworm 300 388

TABLE IV

PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

condition ω [rad/s] P0 [bar] PA [bar]
low freq. 0.5 0.02 0.07
high freq. 1.7 -0.02 0.15

(more details are available in [26]). Pressure can be regulated

with a resolution of 0.025 Pa, at a sampling time of 0.01 s.

During the experiment, the pressure is regulated following a

reference in the form Pr(t) = P0 + PA sin(ωt) .

It is possible to regulate either the pressure bias P0 and the

pressure oscillation amplitude PA and frequency ω. The value

of P (t) is intended with respect to the reference external

(atmospheric in our case) pressure, and is saturated by it

from below. When the reference pressure is set to 0 Pa

the chambers deflate completely in about 5 seconds. Note,

however, that this duration corresponds to the maximum

deflation possible (from maximum inflated to completely

deflated), a condition that is substantially far from the amount

of deflation experienced during the presented experiments.

Two experiments are executed, corresponding to a high

frequency and a low frequency excitations (see Fig. 11). The

values of P0, PA and ω for the two cases are reported in

Tab. IV. A pipe mockup is used as environment. It includes

two parallel boards 200 mm high, spaced 170 mm and placed

on a flat surface. The experimental setup is video-recorded

with a Canon HD camera and analyzed with the Kinovea

software suite (see Fig. 12) [27].

Fig. 13 shows a series of screen-shots extracted from the

two sessions, from which it is possible to appraise the two

different strides executed by the system. Fig. 14 shows, for

the two experimental conditions, the average x position of

the system (panels a and b), and the effective inflation of the

three chambers (panels c and d). These latter results shows

how the phase differences between the chambers change
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Fig. 11. Reference and measured supply pressure. Note that the measured
pressure is saturated from below by the atmospheric pressure.

Fig. 12. Markers positions for the analysis in the Kinovea software suite.

across the two experimental conditions.

VI. DISCUSSION

Results from Fig. 14(a) and (b) show that the realized

prototype is able to move forward and backward when suit-

able periodic profiles of pressure are applied to the device.

The average speed reached by the prototype is 40 mm/min

when moving forward and −20 mm/min, which is rather

slow, still far from realistic application. Fig. 14(c) and (d)

show the effective movement of the three modules during

the two implemented strides.

Part of the system slowness is to be identified on the

imperfect implementation of the three phases, which in turn

can be adduced to model errors, as unmodeled frictions,

imperfect knowledge of the damping implemented by the

dashpot and of the stiffness of the springs. Another cause of

the slowness can be attributed to the very principle of the

mechanism. In fact, because of the relative phase among the

(a) forward 1 (b) backward 1

(c) forward 2 (d) backward 2

(e) forward 3 (f) backward 3

(g) forward 4 (h) backward 4

Fig. 13. Frames from the videos in which the inchworm moves forward
(a,c,e,g) and backward (b,d,f,h)

chambers each gait always includes also a small contracting

phase, so that the robot loses part of the covered distance.

Looking at the results, this phase is larger when moving

backward than when moving forward.

Despite the slow speed, we believe that these results are

sufficient to prove the feasibility of the proposed approach,

although showing space for improvement. For example, we

believe that the system performances could be improved by

using smaller chambers, because they would require a lower

volume of air to be inflated.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a novel approach to the under-

actuation of fluidic systems, based on the exploitation of

the intrinsic mechanical properties of the system to obtain

different dynamical responses, to reduce the number of pipes

and valves to obtain a given family of desired behaviors.

The principle was introduced in theory and explored in

simulation. Afterward, the analysis of a case study - an inch-

worm robot for duct inspection - led to the implementation

and experimental validation of the principle in a prototype.

Results show the feasibility of the proposed approach, as

well as opening several improvement opportunities in the

technology, e.g. the integration of stiffness and damping in

the chamber material to enable more compact realizations.

In addition, it would be interesting to investigate the effects

of some key parameters, e.g. the length of the feed line, onto
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Fig. 14. Experimental results. Average x position of the system (panels
(a) and (b)), and effective inflation of the chambers (panels (c) and (d)), for
forward (left column) and backward (right column) movements. Raw data
in panels (c) and (d) is flanked by a line fitting the data on a model of first
order Fourier expansion (y = A0 +A sin(ωt+φ)), from where amplitude
and phase are deduced. For legibility panels (c) and (d) show a shorter time
frame than panels (a) and (b). Note that the blue sine wave corresponds to
the longitudinal phase of the “F”’ module, not to the transverse one (the
one shown in Fig. 9), w.r.t. which it is shifted by 180◦.

the feasible frequency bandwidth.
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